The __ Bowl is located in Pasadena, CA
EverBank Field is home to the Jacksonville Jaguars and the __ Bowl
Browns Stadium in Cleveland has a section called the Dawg __
Notre Dame Stadium, home of the Fighting Irish, is near __ Bend, IN
Kyle Field in College Station, TX is home to the __
The __ Bowl is in Dallas, TX
Sun Life Stadium hosts the __ Bowl, as well as the Miami Dolphins
University of Phoenix Stadium in __ is a dome, but has a grass field
In 2009, __ Stadium in Arlington, TX cost 1.2 billion dollars to build
Appropriately, Ford Field is in this city
__ Field is home to the Green Bay Packers
You might not think that __ Financial Field is in Philadelphia
__ Field is the iconic home of the Chicago Bears
The Cornhuskers play in __ Stadium in Lincoln, NE
The Denver Broncos play at Sports Authority Field at ______
Gillette Stadium in Foxborough, MA is home to the __
The __ started in the Kingdome, but now play at CenturyLink Field
The __ play at Heinz Field, right on the Ohio River
The Kansas City Chiefs play in __ Stadium
The __ in Minneapolis, MN will be demolished in 2014
MetLife Stadium in ______ will host Superbowl XLVIII in 2014
This stadium played a part during Hurricane Katrina
Raymond James Stadium in Tampa Bay has a scale model ______
Over 109,000 can support the Michigan __ in Ann Arbor
In 2014, the 49ers will move from __ Park to Levi's Stadium
Alabama's ____ play at Bryant-Denny Stadium in Tuscaloosa
The Buffalo Bills play at Ralph Wilson Stadium in ______, NY
Lucas Oil Stadium has a retractable glass wall with views of this city
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